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VALOORES WW Success Stories, 30 Years in 30 Seconds

30 Years in 30 Seconds
Enterprise Business Solutions in Financial Services, CyberX, Analytics,
in’Advanced Certified Anti-Hacking and State Security Clouds Model…

VALOORES is one of the leading providers of
Enterprise Business Solutions and BI Vertical
Decision Making. We are a World Class Company
implementing products and services to Tier1 Corp.
Our resources pool is spread over North America
(US and Canada), Europe (Eastern & Western),
Africa, and the Middle East. VALOORES,
established in 1989, operates in 17 countries.
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Banking/Insurance

30 years+
Retail/Supply Chain Delivering:
Digital Government

in Time,
Multimedia Comm. in Target,
in Scope,
Healthcare & Lab
in Budget,
V Business Academy in Quality,
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COVID-19 - Think DIGITAL & Move FAST!

“Think DIGITAL & Move FAST” in Business
Inspiring from Elon Musk.
“Think DIGITAL & Move FAST” in Government
Inspiring from the Government of Singapore.
“Think DIGITAL & Move FAST” in Payments
Inspiring from Apple Pay.
“Think DIGITAL & Move FAST” in Education
COVID-19 forced a Digital shift in Education.
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1 / 5 - “Think DIGITAL & Move FAST” in Business
Inspiring from Elon Musk.
SPACE X

• Space Launches: Offering lower priced transport into space
• Telecommunication: Offering lower priced services
worldwide
TESLA

• Satellite Internet: Putting more satellites into space cheaper

• Automobiles: Building the best, lowest cost electric vehicle

• Personal Transport: eliminating the need for car ownership entirely
• Solar Energy: increasing access with Power Wall and Solar Roof
• Fossil Fuels: Maximizing efficiency of solar panels

• Car Sharing: Making idle Tesla cars available via app
OpenAI
• AI/Machine Learning: Owning the best AI System in the world
• Competitive Gaming: Constituently producing better-than-human AIs
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2 / 5 - “Thing Digital & Move FAST” in Business
Inspiring from Elon Musk.
The Boring Company / Hyperloop
• Tunneling: Reducing cost of tunneling through the ground
• Infrastructure: Building more efficient transportation infrastructure

• Real Estate: Increasing range people can live from their place of work
• Freight shipping: reducing freight cost by a magnitude
Neuralinks
• Prosthetics: Reducing Cost of effective processes by magnitude
• Medicine (Treatment): Treating serious illness with simple injection
• Military: allowing enhancements of human capabilities
• Robotics: Better modeling of brain-machine interaction
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3 / 5 - “Think DIGITAL & Move FAST in Government”
Inspiring from Singapore.
• Singapore concept: ‘Think Digital,
and Move Fast’
• Act quickly and prove credibility
instead of years in planning

• Identifying specific problems and building directly against those
• Public service group: Agile, Entrepreneurial, and Citizen-Centric?
• Building credibility & Mixing it up
• Moving Fast in Digital Transformation: Singapore’s GDP, and the growth rate
• Digital Transformation in Singapore will Ultimately Benefit Citizens
• Digital transformation will bring about these top three benefits to society:
• Increased educational and training opportunities
• Creation of higher value jobs
• Potential increment to personal income through freelance and digital work
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4 / 5 - “Think DIGITAL & Move FAST in Payments”
Inspiring from Apple Pay.
• Apple Pay concept: Fast, Push; it provided for the
online transactions to reach new customers
• Viable options for integrated and contactless payments
• Demand for digital tools and technology
• New technologies facilitate the delivery of new payment products and access
modes
• A one-click payment capability
• A fingerprint authentication
• A faster payment process
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5 / 5 - “Think DIGITAL & Move FAST in Education”
Digital shift in the Education
• Pivoting to online learning and digital classrooms.

• Utilizing technology in support of remote learning
• The use of educational technologies at scale in response to disease outbreaks
• Quickly providing access to digital learning content from multiple sources

• Digital credentialing through block chain and two-factor authentication
• Schools and education must change in a fast pace
• New learning styles and technologies
• Educational institution of the future
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VALOORES Business Services
VALOORES plays an
integral role in
Financial,
Government, &
Education Services
VALOORES aligned
its approach with
Regulators
VALOORES is a
Dominant Player,
with a Competitive
Advantage in
Financial Services,
Government, &
Education Services
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VALOORES Business Solutions
FinTech, GovTech, RegTech, EdTech
VALOORES Business Academy

Our
Architecture is
based on the
vbs “KERNEL”
for the
inbound outbound
Publish Subscribe

VALOORES DBRE,
Our 30 years
Experience for
the Dynamic
Rule-Based
Engine
& the Predictive
Analytics
Based on a Solid
Information
Integrity MDM
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COVID-19 - Think DIGITAL & Move FAST!
Q1: You talked about digital strategies, what are the reasons digital
strategies fail?
A1:
Let’s look into what is really known about disruption. It isn’t new, it’s been
happening for centuries. Prior to digital, incumbents typically experienced a
survival rate of less than 20 percent during extreme disruptions. So if you asked
organizations on how well prepared they feel to navigate the current change, well,
most of them don’t feel their current business model would be economically viable
as digitization progressed.
Now If you ask ten companies how they define digital, you will probably get ten
different answers. Digital needs to be defined in two dimensions: economic and
operational. Today, you can have instant and perfect replication of intellectual
property, and assets such as software can be disseminated on a very large scale.
This has a host of economic implications for the old-school rules about value, profit,
and competition.
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COVID-19 - Think DIGITAL & Move FAST!
Q2: Can you elaborate on the way the new economics of digital are
changing the competitive landscape for incumbent companies?
A2:

Many organizations have spent decades understanding how to make trade-offs in
their businesses, where the profit pools are, and the structure of their value chains.
Digital changes all that. First, on an overarching level, digital currently destroys
more economic value for incumbents than it creates. There are two main drivers.
The first one is that digital creates transparency that allows a much higher
percentage of value to be transferred to customers than happened in the past. For
example, digital marketplaces create price transparency, and bundling, which
protects margins in many industries, is being undone by companies like Amazon.
They are also commoditizing products and services. This is a huge shift in the way
value is distributed between companies and end users.
The second big mechanism for this value destruction is the consolidation of value
pools. New digital offerings are often much more integrated. Think of smartphones:
they not only replace the old phone but the camera, the navigation device, the
music player, the video game console, or even TV in certain circumstances. If you
add up the cost of all those devices, smartphones, expensive as some may be, are a
lot cheaper than those individual items. The digital value pools are smaller than the
original pools, and these transfers are sometimes quite abrupt.
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COVID-19 - Think DIGITAL & Move FAST!
Q3: How does the destruction of value, square with the potential value
creation from entirely new digital offerings? Does value destruction just
affects incumbents?
A3:
Over the past couple of years, digital has taken about half a point off GDP, but we
do not expect that trend to continue because as these old value pools shrink, digital
creates new ones. That’s why: if you are still innovating around the edges of
increasingly shrinking value pools, that’s a hard-to-win game, whereas if you move
into the growing value pools being created, you have a much greater chance of
remaining economically viable or even fast-growing. So, organizations need to
understand how their overall value is changing and where it is going. An interesting
thing to note is that in many industries, the source of disruption isn’t an existing
player but someone from outside the value chain. Disruptors are coming across
industries and the value is being drawn off from one industry to another, which
means the model of looking at your place in a single, monolithic value chain is
breaking down.
This leads to a winner-takes-all environment where not only is the profit pool
shrinking and distributed primarily to the customer, but the participants also are
seeing their pie redistributed to fewer players.
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COVID-19 - CHANGE OR DIE!

You have the Values,
We bring you the Added Values,
It’s
VALOORES bridging the World’s
Financial Institutions &
Governments with

COVID-19’s
“Thing Digital & Move FAST”
in’Financial Services
in’Governments & their Agencies
in’Education & Training
The Market & the Fast Pace
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Over 30 years of Successful Deliveries

déjà!
valoores.com
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